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Join our Partnership
We invite you to become a VIDLEARN® Partner in the delivery of Online Subject Knowledge
Enhancement Courses (SKE). Join our growing partnership and benefit from a bespoke, fully
resourced suite of SKE courses that you can use to support your ITT programme.
You will have a unique website branded to your HEI, SCITT or School Direct programme,
providing you with a ready-made SKE provision to enhance the courses that you offer.

Why Partner with VIDLEARN®
Offering your own in-house SKE courses in partnership with VIDLEARN® will help you widen
your selection and recruitment to trainees with a variety of backgrounds. You can begin to
develop a relationship with your trainees earlier and can track their progress through the SKE.
Where trainees need additional support, this can be identified at an earlier stage. Our SKE
provision can be seamlessly incorporated into your existing ITT programme, adding an
important pre-ITT element to ensure that all your trainees are fully prepared for the ITT year.

During Uncertain Times...
Since July 2020, when funding became uncertain for many of us, VIDLEARN® resolved to
keep the ITT Community up to date. We now look to be approaching a more settled time for
SKE where we have the stability to plan and offer solutions that will be relevant for the next
five years.

For the period Jan 2021 to September 2021
Whilst there are still many unanswered questions, we have received broad details of provision
and those who delivered SKE last academic year will have received an allocation that will take
them up to September 2021. The highlights are:
•
•
•
•
•

Geography no longer funded
8 - 28 week courses supported but with caveats
Physics courses can commence from January 2021
All other subjects from April 2021
Allocations will not be increased this academic year

    
For the period September 2021 and beyond
The government invited providers to bid for SKE in early 2020 but had to defer the process
for a year due to COVID. We are to be re-invited later this year and successful applicants will
enjoy a 4 year contract.
Whilst it would be pure speculation to forecast the potential changes to the Bid, we are
poised with partnership opportunities that suit your requirements and meet the terms of the
bidding process

How can you join our Partnership
We have two set solutions but will attempt to give you a bespoke deal if you fall outside of
both. For each partnership VIDLEARN® will:
Create a bespoke branded SKE site providing details of the courses available and
online application forms;
Provide all the online content for the SKE courses.;
Manage the application process including sending trainees welcome packs and
course materials;
Provide training for SKE tutors and SKE administrators (if applicable);
Provide 24/7 technical support for tutors and trainees.
Option 1: We bring the tech, You bring the magic:
This option will suit the bidding process in that you bid as main supplier and we are registered as a
subcontractor. It’s our preferred relationship and most successful with you delivering the core
educational aspects beyond the online content and support we provide. If you se;ect this option
you will be responsible for drawing down funding and paying bursaries together with tutoring the
trainees. You will retain the majority of the SKE programme funding.

Option 2: We do everything, you track progress
This option may suit providers who do not have the capacity to provide the administration, support
and subject specific expertise to deliver their own SKE Your involvement can be as much or as little
as time allows but access to your trainees progress is at the press of a button, right down to what
lectures they watched and for how long. You will still receive a branded website with just your
trainees enrolled.

Contact details overleaf....

CONTACT INFORMATION

Dr Ashlee Perry

Director of Education
W: https://www.vidlearn.ac.uk
E: a.perry@vidlearn.ac.uk

we are here to help
0800 7317131
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